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Observations of branched tracks with fast cameras in tokamaks are presented and explained
using a theoretical model of the rotational breakup of molten metal droplets. Simulations
performed with the dust tracking code DTOKS produce visibly similar droplet trajectories
with breakup timescales in agreement with camera diagnostics. The breakup of these droplets
suggests rotational velocities in excess of 105 s−1, two orders of magnitude greater than
previous measurements of macroparticles spinning in plasmas. The rotational breakup of
tungsten droplets is beneficial for the operation of future fusion devices; predictions for the
International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) suggest that higher magnetic
fields, plasma temperatures and plasma densities will enhance the breakup process, thus
protecting the core plasma from acute impurity deposition and subsequent disruption events.
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The generation of energy through fusion has been a
longstanding goal of physicists since Eddington’s original
hypothesis of nuclear fusion as the origin of stellar energy,
and prediction of its terrestrial uses, nearly a century
ago1. The principal obstacle to fusion power generation
is the need to confine hydrogen at sufficient densities and
temperatures, for a long enough time, in a steady state2.
The high-temperature fuel is ionised forming a plasma
which must be maintained in a controlled manner to ex-
tract energy. The leading device utilising magnetic fields
to shape and limit particle transport to the plasma fac-
ing surfaces (PFCs), is the tokamak. The research and
development effort towards a demonstration power plant
(DEMO) has highlighted the need for progress in diag-
nosis and control of plasma and divertor design to en-
sure optimised fusion power performance3. Tungsten is
the preferred material for the first wall for current and
next-generation tokamaks, due to its high melting point
and low chemical reactivity4,5. In spite of this, interac-
tion of the plasma with the PFCs causes surface erosion
by physical and chemical sputtering, where individual
atoms are removed from the surface6, and melting ei-
ther through bulk melting due to high heat fluxes from
the plasma7 or local melting caused by unipolar arcs8

and micro-exposed cracked surfaces9. The various melt-
ing and erosion mechanisms inject 1–100 µm-scale liq-
uid drops into the tokamak10. The high atomic mass of
tungsten causes strong bremsstrahlung radiation losses,
which inhibit the successful operation of a fusion device;
the maximum tolerable concentration of tungsten impu-
rities is of the order of 10−5 tungsten atoms per hydro-
gen atom11,12. Exceeding this can lead to departure from
high-confinement modes of operation13 or the complete
loss of plasma stability and termination of the discharge
in a disruption14. Disruptions are highly damaging to
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FIG. 1. Breakup of particles observed in JET. (a-c) examples
of branched droplet tracks observed with the divertor view
camera, colour coded to indicate the time of superimposed
frames relative to the start of the pulse. (d) The near infra-
red view divertor camera.

the tokamak vessel and must be minimized; radiative
collapse due to impurities is the leading cause of disrup-
tions in current machines14. It is, therefore, imperative
to keep tungsten impurities in the confined plasma to
a minimum. Understanding and exploiting mechanisms
triggering the disintegration of liquid impurities in the
divertor region is therefore vital for recycling as well as
stable operation of tokamaks.

The presence of liquid metal droplets in tokamaks can
be inferred from the large quantities of spherical parti-
cles, hollow spheres formed from molten flakes and reso-
lidified liquid beryllium marks which have been collected
from the interiors of the vessels of various machines15–18.
Though previously molten tungsten spheres are not ob-
served in JET, it is worth noting that no dust at all has
been recovered from tile 5 in contrast to camera obser-
vations, see figure 1(a-c). Understanding the motion and
lifetime of these drops is essential in order to determine
the quantity and location of impurities they release in the
plasma or redeposit on sensitive surfaces such as diagnos-
tic mirrors21. One key challenge is to explain the breakup
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FIG. 2. The shapes of unstable droplets immediately before
disruption due to (a) excess charge or (b) rotation. Charged
droplets break up by forming two conical tips from which fine
jets of subdroplets are ejected. Rotation causes two-lobed
break up into a pair of equally-sized droplets. Reproduced
with permission from Ref. 33.

of droplets which is observed by fast cameras on toka-
maks. Figure 1 shows some characteristic forked trajec-
tories observed in the Joint European Torus (JET) which
enter the plasma from the lower divertor region. Simi-
lar tree-like trajectories have previously been observed
on DIII-D (Ref. 22, Fig. 10) which prompted, in a major
review of dust in tokamaks, the remark: “it is unclear
what the dust characteristics were and what mechanism
was responsible for the observed dust behavior. Further
studies are required to clarify this issue” (Ref. 23, p. 31).
The present letter answers this outstanding question by
considering the rotational breakup of droplets and dis-
cusses a beneficial method of limiting impurity transport
for future devices such as ITER and DEMO.

Another motivation for studying the spinning of
macroscopic particles in plasmas exists in astronomy.
The alignment of nonspherical dust grains with the mag-
netic field in interstellar plasmas leads to the polariza-
tion of starlight, discovered nearly 70 years ago by Hall24

and Hiltner25, which provides a unique method for mea-
suring the magnetic field of the interstellar medium26,27.
However, the reliable interpretation of this data depends
on a thorough, and elusive, understanding of the mech-
anism behind dust grain alignment relative to the mag-
netic field. The leading theory of radiative alignment
torque28,29 describes spinning dust grains which acquire
a magnetic moment through the Barnett effect30. The
interaction between this magnetic moment and the back-
ground plasma causes Larmor precession and alignment
of the nonspherical dust around the magnetic field. The
presence of microscopic rotating charged spheres are also
commonly used to explain the anomalous microwave
emission from molecular clouds19,20. The evidence for
rapidly rotating droplets in magnetized tokamak plas-
mas, as presented in the present paper, could have im-
plications for understanding the alignment of dust grains
and the measurement of interstellar magnetic fields or
provide an experimental platform for direct measure-
ments of phenomena related to spinning dust in plasmas.

Numerous processes have been proposed for macropar-

ticle spinning in a plasma: examples include the shear of
plasma flow37, asymmetry of radiation to the grain38,
rocket forces from dust grain ablation39 and the inter-
action between electric fields and an electrically insu-
lating grain with a dipole caused by plasma flows40.
The latter process occurs in the plasma sheath, and
has been predicted to cause particles to spin at up to
6× 105 s−1 in a low-temperature argon plasma40. Other
spinning mechanisms relevant to magnetized plasmas in-
clude torques generated by E × B plasma flows41, col-
lection of gyrating electrons30 and ions42, and a J × B
Lorentz force from currents flowing through the grain42.
These spinning mechanisms in scrape off layer plasmas
can lead to droplets rotating at ∼ 109 s−1 under toka-
mak conditions42.

One possible theoretical candidate for explaining the
breakup of droplets in tokamaks is electrostatic disrup-
tion due to charge accumulation from plasma particle
collection. If the internal electrostatic repulsion exceeds
the surface tension of the fluid, it becomes unstable. This
process leads to a lower limit on droplet size below which
they are completely destroyed through a cycle of rapid
recharging and breakup31. This only occurs for extremely
small (10–100 nm) droplets and suggests vaporisation on
a timescale of ∼ 10−9 s once the process has begun. The
simulated shape of an unstable charged droplet is dis-
played in the Fig. 2a; the droplet elongates to form two
conical tips from which jets of subdroplets are ejected in
accordance with experimental observation32. The disrup-
tion dynamics and timescales of charged droplets however
is inconsistent with the forked trajectories observed in
tokamaks.

An alternative mechanism for droplet disintegration
is rotational breakup. Rapidly-spinning droplets un-
dergo a two-lobed fissioning process into two equally-
sized droplets as illustrated in Fig. 2b leaving with oppo-
sitely directed velocities in the centre of mass frame. The
scaling of this mechanism is approached through the di-
mensionless angular velocity which is, according to Chan-
drasekhar’s original definition35,

Ω =

(
ρda

3

8γ

)1/2

ωd, (1)

where ρd, a, γ and ωd are the density, radius, surface
tension and dimensional angular velocity of the droplet,
respectively. The maximum value of the dimensionless
angular velocity of a stable droplet is Ω∗ = 0.56 as ver-
ified by theory35, simulation36 and experiment34. The
dimensional angular velocity required to disrupt a 10 µm
tungsten droplet, with surface tension 2.5 N m−1 and
density 17600 kg m−3, is 6× 105 s−1.

To be in the liquid state, the temperature of a tungsten
droplet must exceed 3500 K. At this temperature it emits
a large thermal current of electrons which is balanced
by the collection of electrons from the plasma46. It is
assumed that these two currents dominate the charging
of the droplet so the collection of ions can be neglected.
Each electron striking the droplet provides it with a small
additional amount of angular momentum on the order of

∆L ∼ a2me (ωge − ωd) , (2)
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where me is the mass of the electron and the electron
gyrofrequency is ωge = eB/me. The contribution to the
angular momentum of the droplet depends on the differ-
ence between the rotational velocity of the electron and
the droplet. The flux of electrons to the grain is roughly
Γ ∼ n0vte so the approximate torque due to the collection
of gyrating electrons is

τ ∼ a2Γ∆L ∼ a4men0vte (ωge − ωd) . (3)

Estimating the moment of inertia of the droplet as∼ ρda5
gives the rate of increase in droplet angular velocity,

dωd

dt
∼ n0vteme

ρda
(ωge − ωd) . (4)

This equation suggests that for an isothermal plasma
the droplets will attain the same angular velocity as the
electron gyrofrequency which is over 1011 s−1 for a JET-
like magnetic field of B = 3 T. However it would take
a characteristic spin-up time on the order of tspin ∼
ρda/n0vtimi for the droplet to reach such high values
which is roughly 1000 s for 10 µm tungsten droplets un-
der JET-like plasma conditions. This is far longer than
the typical survival times of ∼ 0.1 s for droplets observed
with fast cameras in JET. Solving Eq. 4 for an initially-
stationary droplet, and linearizing for t� tspin, gives an
estimate of the angular velocity of a droplet as,

ωd ∼
mevteωge

mivti

[
1− exp

(
−min0vti

ρda
t

)]
(5)

ωd ∼
eBn0vte
ρda

t. (6)

The corresponding time taken for a droplet in a tokamak
to reach the rotational stability limit, Ω∗ = 0.56, is

t∗ ∼ 0.56

eBn0vte

(
8γρd
a

)1/2

. (7)

This breakup timescale is plotted in Fig. 3 for tung-
sten droplets in the edge plasmas of JET and ITER,
with magnetic fields of 3 T and 5 T respectively, us-
ing typical scrape-off-layer plasma parameters as speci-
fied by Tables 2 & 3 of Ref. 49. This is compared with
the range timescales of fifteen breakup events observed
and recovered dust grain sizes in JET. This plot indicates
that tungsten droplets with sizes a ∼ 10 µm survive for
around t ∼ 0.01 s in JET before they split into a pair of
subdroplets due to rotational disruption.

These timescales agree with those of the forked tra-
jectories seen in JET as indicated by Fig. 1(a-c), even
despite the rather unrefined estimations used to obtain
Eq. 6, suggesting that rotational breakup is a viable ex-
planation of these forked trajectories.

The effect of varying plasma conditions was investi-
gated by introducing rotational breakup into the exist-
ing Dust in Tokamaks (DTOKS) particle tracking code.
DTOKS21,48 tracks the motion of dust or droplets by
self-consistently solving a charging equation, equation
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FIG. 3. Estimates of the lifetime of tungsten droplets in JET
and ITER like tokamak edge plasmas at different droplet radii
and constant plasma conditions.
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FIG. 4. Total radiated power as measured by vertical viewing
bolometer (a), spectroscopy of beryllium 527nm line (b) and
tungsten 401nm line (c) and 2d tungsten intensity for shot
#85974. A sharp peak in (c) is observed at t=7.5 s at a
major radius r=2.7m corresponding to the tracks.

of motion and heating equation as the particle moves
through a fixed background plasma which is generated
by the EDGE2D/EIRENE code50. Recent updates to
DTOKS have introduced both electrostatic and rota-
tional breakup mechanisms. The angular velocity of each
droplet is calculated, according to Eq. 4, and compared
with the Ω∗ = 0.56 condition in order to determine the
rotational stability of the droplet. The pair of equally-
sized subdroplets formed by a rotational breakup event
each gain equal and opposite velocities of magnitude aωd

in a random orientation which is perpendicular to the
magnetic field in the centre of mass frame. The angular
momentum of each new droplet is then reset to zero and
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FIG. 5. (a) Reproduction of the branching droplet trajectory from JET pulse number 85974 as captured by the divertor view
fast camera. Simulations of tungsten droplet trajectories in JET (b) and ITER (c) with initial radii of 50 µm and temperature
Td = 3500K. The plasma background is generated by a EDGE2D simulation using measured parameters from shot 85974 with
a magnetic grid retreived from 90414.

their motion is tracked in the same way as for the original
droplet.

Simulations by DTOKS have been made for direct
comparison with experimental observations on JET. Fig-
ure 4 shows a tungsten impurity event at 7.5 s after
plasma initiation occuring at the radial coordinate 2.7m.
This is evidenced by the measured tungsten intensity
4(c) which is not mirrored in the beryllium spectroscopic
signal 4(b). The hot spot from which the tracks origi-
nate is measured at a tokamak coordinate (R,Z)=(2.7,-
1.6)m. Bolometry measurements in figure 4(a) show no
significant change during or immediately after the spec-
troscopic measurement, consistent with breakup in the
scrape off layer. This event is simulated by taking a
50 µm tungsten droplet which is initially at the same
location at the corner of tile 5 in the liquid state at its
melting temperature of 3500 K and moving with a ve-
locity of (-20,10,50) m s−1. Trajectories terminate either
due to electrostatic breakup, escaping the simulation do-
main or falling below the lower mass limit.

The upgraded DTOKS code produces trajectories as
displayed in Fig. 5(b) & 5(c) for JET and ITER plasmas.
The simulated trajectory in JET is in good qualitative
agreement with that observed with fast cameras in toka-
maks, of Fig. 5(a). Note that the smaller droplets near
the core might be expected to break up less frequently,
according to Eq. 7, but the increase in plasma density and
temperature as it approaches the last closed flux surface
over-compensates for this effect.

The time taken for this breakup process to occur was
measured for each particle. The longest lifetime was
tmax = 8.2ms with a mean value of 〈t〉 = 4.8ms. Mean-
while for ITER, lifetimes were shorter with tmax = 6.1ms

and a mean value of 〈t〉 = 2.2ms. The survival times drop
sharply as the droplets approach the confined plasma.
This pronounced reduction in droplet lifetime is benefi-
cial for future tokamaks as the hazards of tungsten im-
purities are mitigated by the breakdown of droplets into
numerous small droplets which are dispersed over a larger
volume of plasma further from the core.

In summary, observations of branching tracks in toka-
maks are best explained by considering the rotational
stability of molten metal droplets. These droplets col-
lect angular momentum from gyrating electrons in the
surrounding plasma and subsequently split into pairs of
equally-sized droplets when a critical angular velocity of
approximately 105 s−1 (for 10 µm tungsten droplets) is
exceeded. This angular velocity is at least two orders of
magnitude greater than any previously-reported observa-
tions of macroparticle spinning in plasmas.

The rotational breakup mechanism has been incor-
porated into simulations of droplet transport in toka-
maks and the branched trajectories observed in current-
generation tokamaks are well reproduced. Predictive
simulations of tungsten droplets in ITER show a large
increase in the spinning and disruption rates of droplets
compared to the current-generation tokamaks. The en-
hanced dispersion of small tungsten droplets will mitigate
the significant disruption hazard posed by the local depo-
sition of large amounts of tungsten impurities in the core
plasma of ITER. As such, the rotational breakup mecha-
nism identified will be highly beneficial to the successful
operation of future fusion devices.
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